Persatuan Belia Islam Nasional (PEMBINA)
Having been established for 14 years since September 2006, comprising of thousands of
members across Malaysia and with a total of 17 active branches including Sabah and Sarawak,
PEMBINA Persatuan Belia Islam Nasional (PEMBINA) stands as one of the most prominent Islamic
youth organization in Malaysia today.
PEMBINA’s main focus is to mobilize the energy of Malaysian Muslim youths positively for
the prosperity of the country, through continuous efforts in developing the personality and identity
of the youth, as well as a friendly, integrated and organized community work. Since its inception,
PEMBINA has been actively involved in youth activism, especially among students of public and
private institutions of higher learning (IPT).
PEMBINA are optimistic that Muslim youths in Malaysia in general have the potential to
become the key in solving the country’s problems, despite often being associated with social
problems and identity crises. All that needs to be done is to re-appreciate Islam as a way of life,
understand the role and responsibilities as a Muslim, and earnestly implement Islam in life. This is
the message that PEMBINA wants to bring to the community.
With that message in mind, PEMBINA offers you endless opportunities to help yourself grow
into a better Muslim in all kind of different aspects whether to improve your soft-skills, building a
social network, or even to enhance your leadership skills. PEMBINA also offers you a platform, to
reach out to the community, and to be a better da’ie.
All activities and programs that were organised by PEMBINA can clearly be divided into 5
packages, Tarbiyah, Bakti, Kepimpinan, Rekreasi, and Media. Each package focuses on a specific
aspect which the students can improve, which can be seen in the image below.

As for the 19/20 session, Pembina CFS had organised a lot of activities and events for the
students. One of the biggest programs that we organised is Grand Rabithah Beliawanis, which serves
as a grand ending for Rabithah Beliawanis series, a series of sharing session by different speakers
with the female students, which was held on a monthly basis. For the grand finale, we invited Ustaz
Adnin Roslan, Founder of Tarbiah Sentap as one of the panels for the forum. In this program, we
managed to gather up to 500 participants.

We also organised two other large events. One of them is Street Da’wah Workshop (STAR
WARS). In this program, we invited two speakers from PEACE (Islamic Da’wah Centre of Excellence)
to train the participants how to spread da’wah to non-muslims using the right techniques and clever
approach. Aside from learning the do’s and don’ts in da’wah, the participants also learned about the
beliefs of other religions to understand them better, and were also given pointers on how to hold a
dialogue with non-muslims.
Apart from Street Da’wah Workshop, we also conducted Pembina Day, a two-day event
where we introduce Pembina to all the participants on the first day, in which we explain about our
mission, vision and objectives, and also introduce our committees’ line up. On the second day, we
invited Dr Nizam, a psychiatry specialist from IIUM Kuantan, to give us a talk on the ever-growing
issue of gadget addiction among youths today. It was also the first program that we organised, which
we used as a stepping stone and confidence boost for our committees.
Aside from large events, we also organise weekly or and monthly activities like the Rabithah
Beliawanis series as mentioned above, and also weekly exercises during the weekends. We believe
that activities that are held on a regular and consistent basis like these are the most important
activities to keep our ukhuwwah tight and strong. In any organisation, be it societies, clubs or teams,
we believe that a cohesive teamwork between the members is the pillar of success. As the quote
goes, “If we want to go fast, we go alone. If we want to go far, we go together.”
In conclusion, even with the hardships we face when organising the programs, we are proud
and happy to be a part of PEMBINA CFS during our study in CFS Gambang. Along the journey, we
learned thousands of lessons from both our own mistakes and triumphs, and also from the guidance
of our advisor, and our seniors in IIUM Kuantan. The journey is still just beginning for us, and we
hope that we will continue to be a part of PEMBINA later in Gombak, Kuantan or Pagoh campus for
our degrees. Now, we would like to pass the baton to you, to lead PEMBINA CFS and to bring it
further than we ever did. What are you waiting for? Join and be a part of PEMBINA today!

